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Everything would be common for us: our children, our house, our money, and duties. The person whom I
think is fit to be my life partner should have some very important qualities. Now, in conducting the whole
governance project, the big question is, have I attained the ideal practice of citizenship? People with good
sense of humour are fun to be with. He also must be taller than me. A person who is faithful is trustworthy and
dependable. They should be sensible and reasonable. And we would have to make important decisions
together. My Ideal Husband Essay. Financially secure but should not be over-ambitious 5. How to cite this
page Choose cite format:. Secondly, I want my wife to be my partner. I have imagined sharing a message of
god with husband every morning, just like my mother and father do every day. I tried to theorize that just
maybe women who engage in prostitution should be looked at beyond than what they are commonly labelled
in societyâ€”uneducated, unreligious, and lustful. Three reasons why this theory of the Ideal mate theory
appeals to me are: 1. However, while it is easy to make lists, finding a woman to live up to them will be very
difficult. Moreover, I would love if my ideal partner clever keep my heart happy and always helped me when I
need him, especially in my studies because to me that education is very important because that is what
determines our future. For my conclusion, when we want to choose the ideal partner for us, we must know the
background of his life and how his life and how goes from there because we can know the attitudes of those
around him. I also think that having these three qualities will help us weather the storms in life. One of my
neighbors was divorced. This ideal has become so popular that it has become the new norm all over different
media platforms including the ever growing, trendy, and highly accessible social media websites. Related
Posts:. It is very important to have a person you can always rely on. She would offer no limit to the amount of
tender passion we would share. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The perfect woman, in my eyes,
would embrace and radiate her own natural beauty, have long hair, wear simple necklaces of shells and wood,
and dance around in sandals. I do QT quiet time- get a message from god through reading a bible almost every
day. Some married couples are totally faithful, honest and respectful to one other, meaning the wife and the
husband are together and living happy in there married life, other married couples may tend to cheat and
disrespect each other, meaning that the married couple are not together or are separated may be there opinion
of the ideal marriage. High School English essays - englishdaily Character is more important than looks. Most
of the Christian regard strong belief in Christianity as the most important element of choosing their spouse.
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